The Windows based Nano Cash 3000’s flexibility and multiple functionality with its compact size are best equipped to meet the ever changing environments and customers’ needs. Create your true ATM Values Design your own portfolio

The Nano Cash 3000, an UPGRADE VERSION of Nano Cash 3000, is equipped with upgraded functionalities. The Nano Cash 3000’s PC-BASED PLATFORM will provide advertising capabilities, enabling you to generate more revenues by running financial institutions and third party promotions. The Nano Cash 3000 is equipped with dual cash cassettes, which can hold up to 2,500 notes, UL 291 business hour security, and LIGHT ON KEYPAD which provides the users with better sights in performing the ATM transactions at night. In addition, THE POWER SAVING DESIGN and improvements in the transaction processors of Nano Cash 3000 will not only save your TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP, but also improve self-service efficiency and reduce waiting time in busy locations. Best of all, the Nano Cash 3000’s compact size, its EASY CUSTOMIZATION and configuration enable you to place it anywhere depending on your needs. It can be placed, for example, as through the wall or desktop type depending on the space you have. This FLEXIBILITY means that new services do not cost you new machines or rebuilding work.